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Adrian, Lara.  The Midnight Breed Series- A Kiss of Midnight
Lucan Thorne despises the violence carried out by his lawless brethren. A vam-
pire himself, Lucan is a Breed warrior sworn to protect his kind and the unwitting 
humans existing alongside them from the mounting threat of the Rogues, the evil 
vampires who hunt humans. In a chance encounter Lucan meets a human, Gabri-
elle Maxwell, and sparks fly between them. When Gabrielle witnesses a murder 
she becomes part of Lucan’s world, and he must protect her from his enemies. This 
first book introduces the other Breed warriors who work with Lucan.
Arthur, Keri.   Riley Jenson, Guardian Series- Full Moon Rising
Riley Jenson is a werewolf. When her brother Rhoan goes missing, a powerful 
vampire, Quinn, appears on Riley’s doorstep and asks for her aid. Riley and Quinn 
team up to find Rhoan and to investigate the deaths of agents of the Directorate, 
which polices the supernatural world. They try to  determine who has been creating 
vampire and werewolf clones. Quinn helps Riley and despite their mutual attraction, 
he will never fully trust another werewolf, since he was once heartbroken by one.
Feehan, Christine.  The Carpathian (Dark) Series Novels- Dark Prince
The Dark series introduces the Carpathians, who are a powerful and ancient race 
who can shape-shift & live for thousands of years. They must feed on human blood 
to survive and live among humans without detection. Carpathians are on the edge 
of extinction. Without their female “lifemates”, male Carpathians lose the ability to 
feel emotions. The only feeling left is the thrill of making a kill. Once they kill they 
“turn”, and become a true vampire. In the first book Raven Whitney, a telepathic 
hunter of serial killers, travels to the Carpathian Mountains and hears telepathically 
the cries of loneliness of Mikhail Dubrinsky, Prince of the Carpathians. 
Frank, Jacquelyn.  Nightwalker Series-Jacob 
Since time began, there have been Nightwalkers - the races of the night who live in 
the shadows of the moonlight. Preying on humans is forbidden, and one man Jacob 
the Enforcer makes certain to uphold this ancient law Jacob has spent seven hun-
dred years hunting rogue demons that have given into moon madness. He doesn’t 
have time for romantic entanglements, especially with humans. His life changes in 
an instant when a beautiful woman falls out of her apartment window and lands in 
his arms. She is Isabella, a human woman who can sense demons. 
Frost, Jeaniene.  Night Huntress Series- Halfway to the Grave
Cat Crawford is a dhamphir, half human/half vampire. Her mother has raised her 
to hate and hunt down vampires. Cat lures vampires in with her beauty and then 
kills them before they can harm more humans. While on a hunt she’s captured by 
Bones, a vampire bounty hunter, and is forced into an partnership. Cat agrees to 
train with the sexy night stalker until her battle reflexes are as sharp as his fangs. 
Cat & Bones are pursued by a group of killers, and Cat will have to choose a side. 



Hamilton, Laurell K.    Anita Blake: Vampire Hunter Series. Guilty Pleasures
Anita Blake is a necromancer vampire hunter who raises the dead in a time when 
vampires are protected by law as long as they do not kill humans. The vampires 
call her the Executioner.  She is summoned by Nikolaos, the 1,000 year old  Master 
Vampire of the St. Louis, to find out who is killing innocent vampires. As part of her 
investigations, she is drawn deeper into the world of the supernatural communities 
of St. Louis. She also becomes acquainted with Nikolaos’ second in command, 
Jean Claude, whose interest in Anita is more than just professional.
Harris, Charlaine.   The Sookie Stackhouse aka The Southern Vam-

pire Series Dead Until Dark.
These stories inspired the hit HBO series “True Blood.” Set in an alternate world 
where supernatural creatures like vampires and shapeshifters are real, Sookie 
Stackhouse is a telepathic waitress working and living in the small town Bon Temps, 
Louisiana. Three years ago the vampires revealed their existence to the world.  Her 
life changes when a vampire, Bill Compton, walks into the bar where she works. 
Kenyon, Sherrilyn.   Dark Hunter Series- Fantasy Lover
The Dark Hunter world is one of gods and goddesses, vampires, demons, and 
werewolves. Each character gets their own story, but often appear in other books, 
which makes reading this series in order essential. In “Fantasy Lover”, Julian of 
Macedon is cursed to remain a love slave for all eternity. Called by Grace Alexander 
to serve her needs, he finds himself falling for his latest owner. Grace sees him as 
a man, not just a slave. She may hold the key to breaking his curse.
Sands, Lynsay.   The Argeneau Family Series- A Quick Bite
Lissianna Argeneau is a vampire who faints at the sight of blood. She is unable to 
feed from blood bags like the rest of her extensive vampire family, but must feed 
from random humans. For her 30th birthday, her mother brings her Dr. Gregory 
Hewitt, a psychologist. Her mother hopes Dr. Hewitt will cure Lissianna of her blood 
phobia. Lissianna finds herself attracted to him, but she is a vampire, and he is a 
human. Will they be able to make it work? 

Sparks, Kerrelyn.  Love at Stake Series- How to Marry a  
   Millionaire Vampire.
Dentist Shanna Whelan witnesses a brutal murder and is on the run from 
the Russian Mob. Roman Draganesti is a vampire with a problem; he has a 
broken fang. He needs a dentist to repair it before the injury heals over and 
he becomes a lopsided eater. Roman rescues Shanna and sees in her the 
answer to his problem. Shanna, however, is a afraid of blood. Their attrac-
tion is immediate. Will Shanna be able to overcome her fear to help Roman?

Viehl, Lynn.  Darkyn Series- If Angels Burn
Dr. Alexandra Keller is a reconstructive surgeon working in Chicago. She is 
called to New Orleans to help repair the ravaged body of Michael Cyprian, 
a reclusive millionaire. The patient’s disfigurement may beyond medical re-
pair, but his body’s ability to recuperate is almost miraculous. Alexandra 
knows he is no ordinary patient. She is compelled by his presence and the 
mystery that surrounds him and his associates, a group of immortals who 
call themselves the Darkyn.

Ward, J.R.    
The Black Dagger Brotherhood-Dark Lover
Set in New York, this series focuses on a deadly turf war between vampires 
 and their slayers. The vampires have a secret defense, a band of six vampire 
warriors who defend their race. They are called the Black Dagger Brother-
hood. Wrath is the only purebred vampire living. It falls to him to be a guardian 
of the daughter of one of his trusted fighters. Beth Randall, has no idea that 
she is part human, part vampire. Her father is dead and Wrath appears with 
tales of brotherhood and blood. Despite her fears, 
she finds herself deeply attracted to him.
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